Waterproofing+

ICB GOES BY THE BOOK TO
WATERPROOF UNIQUE NEW LIBRARY
Project: 	Woolton Primary
School, Liverpool
Contractor: Manuka Roofing
Products:

Mariseal 250 Flash
system
Mariseal 400 topcoat

Completed: 2017
The grounds of a school in Liverpool provided
an unusual setting for the application of
the cold-applied Mariseal Liquid Applied
Waterproofing system and bespoke
aluminium fabrications profiles from ICB.
These products were cleverly used to provide
the finishing touches to a new library’s roof
which has been designed to look like a
giant’s book.
In a bid to encourage more children to read
and create a magical place for them to
engage in books and learn to read, Woolton
Primary School and designer Simon O’Brien
came up with the idea of a library designed
to look like a book, apparently dropped by a
giant walking through the school grounds. To
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meet these unusual aesthetic requirements
and create a watertight finish, roofing
contractor Manuka Roofing worked with
roofing and waterproofing solutions specialist
ICB to bring this giant book to life.
In order to waterproof this highly unusual
building and ensure the pupils remain dry,
Mariseal 250 Flash System was applied by
Manuka Roofing to waterproof the steeply
pitched library roof. The cold-applied, one
component liquid coating was used on the
sloping roofs, which resemble the two sides
of an upturned book cover, with the spine of
the book forming the ridge.
Commenting on the project, Jamie McNeil,
Manuka Roofing said: “We originally looked
at a single-ply membrane for the roof but
after consulting with ICB, they recommended
the Mariseal System as it is a harder, more
rigid material and ideal for a project where
the roof is so close to the ground and more
vulnerable to damage.”
Mariseal 250 is based on pure elastomeric
hydrophobic polyurethane resins. Cold
applied, it cures by reaction with ground and
air moisture and is ideal for waterproofing
roofs, balconies, under tile-wet areas, traffic
decks and green roofs.
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The application of a layer of Mariseal 400 topcoat in red not only provided extra durability
and long-lasting waterproofing protection, it
was the perfect ‘book’ colour.
To complete the roofing aesthetic the spine,
which incorporated a rooflight, and edge
were produced using 2mm aluminium profiles
from ICB’s sister company ICB (Fabrications)
Ltd, thereby keeping the whole process and
responsibility under one-roof.
ICB (Fabrications)Ltd offer a complete
turnkey solution from design to final
installation and can provide a wide range of
colour finishes from its state of the art colour
coating facility.
“Despite the challenges of the roof pitch and
the setting up of the scaffolding, we are very
pleased with the end result,” added Jamie
McNeil.
Now complete, the library was officially
opened on World Book Day by the Mayor of
Liverpool, Joe Anderson, as a pilot scheme
designed to get kids reading in the hope
that the initiative will then be rolled out to all
primary schools across Merseyside.
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